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A. Groundwood Sheets 
 1.  Groundwood Sheets and Mechanical Pulp
  Newspapers and other inexpensive papers come from groundwood.  

The pulp used to make groundwood sheets is known as mechanical pulp. 
These sheets may have impurities in them.

B. Free Sheets
 1. Free Sheets and Chemical Pulp
  Free sheets are finer papers than groundwood sheets and do not contain 

impurities from wood. The pulp used to make free sheets is known as  
chemical pulp.

Mechanical Pulp vs Chemical Pulp

Mechanical pulp consists of fiber from coniferous trees, 
primarily spruce.

Chemical pulp consists of a mix of long-fibered pulp  
from coniferous trees and short-fibered pulp from  
deciduous trees.

Mechanical pulp provides high opacity and bulk, whereas 
the chemical pulp provides high surface strength.

(Groundwood Sheets vs Free Sheets)
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A. Pre- and Post-Consumer Waste
 1. Pre-Consumer Waste  
  Pre-consume waste is waste that never reached consumers. This may 

include leftover paper from the paper making process known as “mill 
broke” and printed products that were never distributed. 

 2. Post-Consumer Waste  
  Post-consumer waste has been used by consumers. This  

may include paper that has been thrown away as garbage  
or recycling. 

   

Top image: the excess paper trimmed from a press sheet is 
considered pre-consumer waste.  

Bottom image: These stacks of stacks of recyled paper rep-
resent post-consumer waste or paper a consumer discards 
after use. 
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A. House Sheet
 1. House Sheet 
  A paper that is kept in stock by a printer and is readily available. A house 

sheet is generally something that can be used for a wide variety of printing 
jobs. While house sheets are convienent to use, they may not be the best 
paper for your project.  
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A. Basis Weight 
 1.  Basis Weight
  Basis Weight is the weight of one ream of paper in the standard basic sheet size 

for that grade. 

B. Ream
 2. A ream of paper is 500 sheets.

definition: http://www.printingtips.com/glossary-term/t--160/basis-weight.asp

image: Graphic Designer’s Print + Color Handbook
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A. Coating
 1. Purpose of Coating 
  Coated paper has been coated with a surface sealant, typically clay, to 

impart certain qualities to the paper, including weight, surface gloss, 
smoothness and to reduced ink absorbency, aso known as improved ink 
holdout. The coating on the paper reduces dot gain by not allowing the ink 
to absorb into the paper. This allows for cleaner crisper printing, especially 
in photos, blends and fine details. Coated papers come in numerous options: 
gloss, satin, dull and matte finishes.1

B. Gloss, Satin, Dull, Matte Coats
 1. Gloss
  Gloss coated paper has a high sheen due to more calendering than other 

coated papers. Gloss papers have less bulk and opacity and are typically less 
expensive than dull & matte paper of equal thickness. Gloss coatings reduce 
ink absorption, which give the sheet an excellent color definition, but these 
sheets may not be good for reading since they reflects so much light.

  2. Satin
  A satin coating is a less shiny coated finish than gloss. Color reproduction on 

these papers are still sharp and vivid.

image: Graphic Designer’s Print + Color Handbook

uncoated matte coated gloss coated

1. http://printingpartners.wordpress.com/2012/05/24/paper-types-explained/

 3. Dull
   A dull-finish coated paper has a smooth surface and is low 

in gloss. Dull coated papers can fall between matte and 
glossy paper depending on the manufacturer. 

 4. Matte
  A coated-paper finish is somewhat flat but not as smooth 

as dull-coated paper. It is good for text, but does not pro-
vide great contrast for color images. Matte papers are more 
opaque and contain greater bulk than other coated papers. 

The smoothness of a paper’s surface determines how much light the 
paper can reflect back to our eyes. The uneven surface of uncoated 
paper scatters light in random directions and may not hold detail well.
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A. Calendering
 1. Smoothing process
  A process in which paper is run between a stack of polished steel rollers which 

progressively smooth and compact the paper as it moves through the rollers.

The process of calendaring smooths both uncoated and coated papers. Calendering rollers

A Fourdrinier machine diagram showing a calender section at the 
end. Paper-making machines are named after Henry Fourdrinier, 
who received a patent for his invention in 1806.

definition and image: http://www.printingtips.com/glossary-term/t--271/calendering.asp

Wet End      Wet Press Section  Dryer Section     Calender Section
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A. Ink Holdout
 1. Ink Holdout
  The ability of paper to keep ink from absorbing into it. Papers are coated to 

prevent ink absorption. This ensures that more ink will dry on the surface 
of the paper or through oxidation. Uncoated papers also have ink holdout, 
though coated paper will always be superior to uncoated in this category.

  Good ink holdout produces better color and image reproduction because 
the ink does not sink into the paper’s surface.

paper

coating
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A. Caliper
 1. Caliper
  A Caliper is a unit of measure and the name of a measuring tool. 

  The thickness of paper is calipered in points by measuring a single sheet  
of paper. 

 One caliper point = .001 inches.

  Cover stocks are often measured by caliper rather than basis weight.  
Ten point paper = .010 inches.

 Postal regulations require postcards to be seven points thick or .007 inches.

A caliper, also known as a micrometer, measuring the thickness of paper.
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IX. Press Coatings
 1. Varnish
   Varnish is a petroleum-based sealant—essentially ink without 

pigment. It requires its own printing unit on press. It can be 
wet-trapped (printed in-line at the same time other inks are laid 
down), or dry-trapped (run as an additional pass through the 
press after the initial ink coating has dried). The latter often pro-
vides a glossier finish, but will increase the cost of a print job. 

  Varnish comes in gloss, dull, and satin (in-between dull and 
gloss), and can be tinted by adding pigment to the varnish. 
Varnish may yellow over time.

  On coated papers, varnish provides a difference of sheen where 
it is applied. For instance, a gloss varnish on a dull coated stock 
will make the paper look glossy. In this case, varnishes are often 
specified only on the printed image, called a spot varnish, so that 
photographs look very glossy on the matte surface. On uncoated 
papers, varnishes are widely used for rub protection. They will 
not provide a visual effect, no matter what kind or how many 
layers of varnish are applied. However varnishes will darken ink 
colors—making solid blacks even blacker. Always use a matte or 
dull varnish on uncoated papers. A gloss varnish has a greater 
likelihood of appearing uneven, or mottled, accentuating the 
natural highs and lows of the paper.

 2. Aqueous Coating  
  Aqueous coating is more environmentally friendly than Varnish 

because it is water-based. It looks and performs like varnish but 
provides better smudge or rub protection. It also has better hold-
out than varnish (it does not seep into the press sheet), does not 
crack or scuff easily and dries more quickly. Aqueous does, how-
ever, cost twice as much as varnish.

  The visual effect of aqueous coating will be the same as varnish 
on both coated and uncoated papers. Again, only specify matte 
or dull aqueous on uncoated papers, as gloss may mottle. It is 
applied by an aqueous coating tower at the delivery end of the 
press, and is typically used as a flood aqueous coating, not a 
localized “spot” aqueous coating. Spot aqueous coating is avail-
able although it requires expensive blankets. Aqueous comes in 
gloss, dull, and satin and should not yellow over time.

  continued on next page
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3. Soft Touch Aqueous Coating
  ST Aqueous coating is a water base or aqueous coating. Like other aqueous 

coatings, it’s non-yellowing, it dries quickly and allows faster press speeds and 
turnaround times. This coating imparts a leather-like, almost “rubbery” feel 
with a rich matte appearance to printed materials. Soft Touch is applied in-line 
on the printing press, and doesn’t require any off-line treatment or processing.

4. Ultra Violet Coating
  UV Coating is a clear liquid spread over the paper like ink and then cured 

instantly with ultraviolet light. This is done on a UV press, one that can dry the 
coating with a special UV radiation unit. UV is available in matte, dull, satin 
and gloss, although gloss is usually all that is specified. It can be used as a spot 
covering to accent a particular image on the sheet or as an overall (flood) coat-
ing. UV is used on a full range of coated papers. Eighty-pound text and heavier 
weights of paper can be UV coated, however, cover weights are preferred. UV 
can be used on smooth, uncoated papers. 

  UV coating gives more protection and sheen than either varnish or aqueous 
coating, but it is the most expensive of coatings. Since it is cured with light and 
not heat, no solvents enter the atmosphere. 
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Left: Paper making machine

Right: Finished paper roll at the 
end of the making process.

Left: Paper warehouse with parent 
sized sheets for sheet-fed presses

Right: Rolls of paper for web-fed 
presses.
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Left: Sheetfed press

Right: Web press


